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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a distributed multi-county system
that remotely processes addresses and identifiers
on servers behind hospital firewalls and then transmits
geocodes and cryptographically protected identifiers
from hospitals in three-counties to a central public
health authority. In this study, we compare a new
geocoding application’s performance (completion
rate and speed of execution) to the previous system’s.
Using both systems, we are able to achieve a 91%
success rate using a sample set of 1,978 addresses.
BACKGROUND
The University of Washington’s Center for Public
Health Informatics, in collaboration with the Kitsap
County Health District and the UW Clinical Informatics
Research Group, has developed the Peninsula
Syndromic Surveillance Information Collection System
(SSIC), a complex second-generation [1,2] distributed
database system which collects heterogeneous
data from three emergency department / urgent
care facilities’ computerized electronic admission and
discharge diagnosis data. We transform heterogeneous
institution-specific data to a standardized XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) format, which is then
transmitted to and integrated into a central database.
Aberration detection algorithms are used to analyze
this data so that public health officials can detect
higher-than-usual incidences of the clinical syndromes
under surveillance.
METHODS
Patient addresses are coded at the hospital site to the
census block group level. This block group is sent to
the central server to allow geographic visualization
and space-time cluster analysis while preserving patient
privacy. Formerly this analysis was performed
using a system based on ESRI’s ArcGIS product; we
have recently changed to a system developed from
the ground up in Perl for UW’s SSIC system. We
compare the completion rate and speed of the two
systems using both a typical day (about 70 records)
and a typical month (about 2000 records).
RESULTS
The older ArcGIS-based system successfully coded
62 out of 76 records (81.6%) without human intervention.
The UW’s Perl-based system successfully
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coded 63 out of 76 records (82.9%). More significantly,
the required processing time was 28 seconds
for the ArcGIS-based system and 2 seconds for the
Perl-based system. On the large data set, completion
rates are 87.3% (46 sec) and 83.4% (62 sec) respectively.
However, the records successfully coded by
each system are significantly non-overlapping; combining
the two systems gives a rate of 91.0% with
73.9% coded identically by both systems, 10.8% by
only one system, and 6.3% coded differently by both.
CONCLUSIONS
Differing approaches to geocoding of syndromic
surveillance
data can yield similar completion rates at
widely differing speeds. The selection of the faster
system may depend on the data set size. Combining
disparate approaches can give higher completion
rates than either system alone, and also generate a
confidence measure in the results. “Gold standard”
validation remains as future work.
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